FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 13. 2012

CONTACT: Kevin Hall 202-224-2023

SEN. WARNER'S INITIATIVES TO EXPAND BROADBAND INFRASTRUCTURE
ADVANCED BY PRESIDENT'S EXECUTIVE ORDER
~ Initiatives will reduce cost of installing broadband. save taxpayer dollars. and help Virginia businesses stay
competitive ~
Washington, D.C. - U.S. Sen. Mark R. Warner (D-VA) announced today that two of his proposals to promote
more rapid and cost-effective expansion of broadband networks will be advanced through an Executive Order to
be signed by the President<http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2012/06/13/we-can-t-wait-presidentobama-signs-executive-order-make-broadband-const>. The Executive Order, which is to be signed on
Thursday, June 14, 2012, could make broadband construction along federal roads and within federally-owned
buildings significantly more affordable and efficient.
Currently, the procedures for approving broadband infrastructure projects on properties controlled or managed
by the federal government-including large tracts of land, roads and thousands of buildings across the nationvary depending on which agency manages the property. This new Executive Order will ensure that agencies
charged with managing federal properties and roads take specific steps to adopt a uniform approach for
allowing broadband carriers to build networks on and through those assets to speed the delivery of connectivity
to communities, businesses, and schools.
"This Executive Order will
help bring broadband to underserved communities across Virginia and the nation
while saving both money and time with limited federal investment," Sen. Warner said. "These are
commonsense ideas, and I'm pleased the Administration is moving forward with this initiative."
"Building a nationwide
broadband network will strengthen our economy and put more Americans back to
work," said President Obama. "By connecting every corner of our country to the digital age, we can help our
businesses become more competitive, our students become more informed and our citizens become more
engaged."
The first Warner proposal, first advanced through legislation introduced with Sen. Olympia J. Snowe (RME),<http://www.warner.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ContentRecord id=28093ff6-183c-441ab2eO-7e2f727dc4a7> authorizes the installation of small wireless base stations in all publicly accessible federal
buildings in order to increase wireless coverage and free up essential commercial network capacity. Once
enacted through the Executive Order, this initiative should help prevent dropped calls that can occur indoors
and in rural areas due to poor cell phone coverage, while at the same time improving overall wireless network
capacity by more effectively utilizing broadband wireless networks.
The second Warner proposal, first proposed through "dig once" legislation introduced with Sen. Amy
Klobuchar (D2

N

MN),http://www.warner. senate.gov/public/index.cfm/pressreleases?ContentRecord id=009c60bl-bbeb-4c588185-dl4a8eedbl8c> directs federal agencies to help carriers time their broadband deployment activities to
periods when roads are already under construction. The Federal Highway Administration estimates that 90
percent of the cost of deploying broadband comes from the cost of digging up and then repairing the road. This
means it is 10 times more expensive to add broadband after a road is already built than to install broadband
"conduits" in the first place to house the tiny fiber-optic cables that carry high-speed, high-capacity
communications.
Senator Warner, a former technology entrepreneur, investor and Virginia Governor, is a leader in Congress in
promoting broadband access to help increase America's competitiveness in the global economy.
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NOVARUM
RFI Response
King George County
Wireless Broadband System Development
Guiding Principles
Novarum was originally founded as a network evaluation consulting group. We have evaluated
hundreds of networks around the world including 3G CDMA and HSPA, WiMax, 4G LTE, 2.4 GHz
WiFi, 5.8 GHz WiFi, and 4.9 GHz Public Safety networks. We are well known for our dedication to
measuring real user experience, not just over estimated RF drive tests or signal strength measurements.
Our work for PC World has documented the growth of wireless broadband demand, the impact of that
growth on the performance capabilities of existing networks, we have been able to project the
infrastructure requirements of the emerging 4G networks while we have been able to predict the impact
of the changing mix of handheld client devices.
Our work evaluating municipal networks has helped network owners, both in the private sector and the
public sector, to understand the real capabilities and performance of existing networks, to quantify
changes and enhancements necessary to deliver the performance levels required by the user community
and to meet the contractual commitments for the build out of those networks.
Our work evaluating networks for more than six years has driven an evolution of Novarum itself. While
we are still do a significant amount of wireless broadband evaluation and consulting, our customers have
asked us to do network redesigns, to design new networks from the ground up, to build their networks,
and in some cases to design custom in-vehicle radio systems to provide a high level of performance and
connectivity for public safety networks, for networks devoted to mobile city workers, and even large
high performance WiFi networks for public access. We have developed a team of highly respected
partners with proven expertise in network build out, as functioning ISPs, customer service and
installations, and billing services.
The overriding principle that we have helped our customers understand is this: Understand in detail
what you want the network to do now and in the near future before yo mi;
network, architecture, equipment set, or to hardware/software providet
* What do you expect the users to do on the network?
* What applications are they going to need?
* What devices will be connecting to the network?
* Are the users going to be primarily mobile or are they going to be primarily in fixed home or
work usage environments.
* What is the economic model that will be used to keep the network viable for a long H
aIn
* Are you looking for a private sector enterprise or a joint venture?
* Is there going to be a significant commitment by the local government organization
to b
anchor tenants?
* If the general public is going to be asked to pal their o\n11N'I. what target nonthh\ charg> di
the demographics of the target users justiti'

NOVARUM
Novarum's role
Novarum will support King George County in whatever role is needed.
1. We can be your lead wireless broadband experts. We can help you quantify the requirements of
your network, evaluate responses to an RFP, provide performance evaluations and progress
reports as the network is developed, and we can provide quantified SLA conformance
evaluations to make sure the county is receiving the network for which they contracted.
2. We can provide full network design. We'll do a detailed evaluation the geography and provide a
complete site survey from which the most cost effective high performance network can evolve,
including the selection of the hardware, software, and most competent implementation team.
3. We can be your general contractor and drive the entire network build-out, including the selection
of the subcontractors to do the installation. If you want, we can take on full ownership of the
network implementation and acceptance of the network.
4. We can provide the ISP expertise to bring the highest level of service to your user community.
Novarum's Experience
1. City of Cleveland
Ward 13 within the City of Cleveland is approximately 5 square miles of lo% income.
underserved suburbs. There are approximately 11,000 homes in the area that now have
access to free community sponsored internet a speeds greater than the average 4G cellular
broadband performance. The city specified at least one megabit download speeds and the
network that Novarum designed and built delivered in excess of 5 Mb. Using the latest
low cost commercial equipment available, we were able to deliver the entire network and
NOC for less than $150,000 per square mile.
2. City of Minneapolis
Minneapolis has 60 square miles of urban. suburban. rural. and recreational geography.
After installing a network that was underperforming and not meeting user expectations,
the city hired Novarum to perform a network evaluation and to be the primary technical
interface with USI Wireless, the ISP hired by Minneapolis to run their network.
Novarum evaluated both the 2.4 WiFi and the 4.9 GHz Public Safety networks, and then
worked with Minneapolis and USI to identify necessary enhancements to bring the
network to SLA acceptance. After both networks were functioning at a high level, the
city asked Novarum to design a custom in-car radio system that would allow the city's
first responders and mobile workers to remain connected to broadband at all time. We
designed and delivered a system that monitors all broadband network availability second
by second and connects the user to the highest performance and lowest cost alternative at
all times.
3. City of Merced, CA
Merced is a 25 Square mile city in central California. Primarily an agricultural
environment, the city has its public safety infrastructure spread across the entire
geography. When they wanted to enhance their security camera capability, they engaged
Novarum to conduct a head to head competitive run off between the main network
equipment providers. Novarum delivered a detailed report after the competition to allow
Copy right Novarum 2012
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the city to make an informed choice for the best performance, lowest cost, and most
capable supplier.
4. California Public Utilities Commission
The CPUC was chartered by the Federal Government to deliver a quantitative evaluation
of California's broadband availability. After having been limited to the self-reporting of
the mobile carriers serving California, the PUC hired Novarum to develop a program to
deliver real, measured results. We worked with various California State University
engineering departments to define and develop a set of applications that could run on
mobile devices and report results while in the field. We also worked with the PUC to
define a five year testing program that will constantly update that data base and we
monitor the results and report to government on an annual basis.
5. Private Sector:
a. Optimum WiFi (Cablevision)
Optimum WiFi by Cablevision is advertised to be the nation's largest, most
advanced WiFi network. It is a collection of thousands of access points in public
locations that allows connections in excess of 15 Mb. This network is available
across Long Island, Brooklyn, New Jersey and most of Connecticut. Novarum
has worked under contract to evaluate and reengineer this network for the past
three years. Optimum works inside homes, shopping centers, transportation
centers, and inside many retail operations. We are currently working on the roll
out of their WiFi 2.0 network.
b. St. Louis, MO (AT&T)
Downtown St. Louis, MO has a WiFi network run by AT&T. Before
commissioning the network, AT&T hired Novarum to work with their system
integrator (Nokia Siemens Networks) to evaluate and enhance the network.
c. San Antonio, TX (AT&T)
Along the entire length of San Antonio's famous River Walk, AT&T's WiFi
network is intended for the use of tourists, residents, and business owners.
Novarum worked with AT&T to insure this unusual and difficult environment
was ready for acceptance.
d. Riverside, CA (AT&T)
Riverside, CA has one of the most challenging environments for commercial
WiFi. Rolling hills, dense vegetation, tall urban buildings, sprawling suburban
housing developments, and wide open spaces are all serviced by Riverside's WiFi
network. The City of Riverside and the non-profit Smart Riverside provide a
wide range of services for city workers, public safety, the full breadth of public
education facilities, and resident access. Temperatures in the downtown
Riverside regularly exceed 100 degrees fahrenheit providing further challenges
for a reliable, high performance network. Novarum worked with the city and
their original ISP, AT&T, to insure maximum network performance. Novarum
Copyright Novarum 2012
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continues to work with the city providing input for enhancements and in-vehicle
mobile applications.
e. Dish Networks
Novarum has been hired by Dish Networks to be their WiFi design experts for the
roll out of Dish's new focus on providing wireless broadband. We have begun a
project in Florida to provide high performance broadband service to resorts and
rural communities across the state.
f.

Los Angeles, CA (BelAir Networks)
Time Warner Cable is currently rolling out a area wide WiFi network in parallel
with their cable offering, much as Cablevision/Optimum WiFi in New England.
Novarum is working directly with the network equipment providers for this
network, insuring highest performance in this complex network.

References
I. City of Cleveland
Ray Hurtt, Project Manager, City of Cleveland
(216) 664-2185
2. City of Minneapolis
Dave Roth, Director of Wireless, City of Minneapolis
(612) 673-3096
3. Optimum Wili
Ron Angerame, Director of Wili. Cablevision
(516) 803-1314
Qualifications of Staff
1. Novarum Principals
Ken Biba: Founder, Managing Director, Chief Technology Officer
Ken has over 30 years' experience in the network information systems industry bringing a unique background of
general management with a strong product and marketing focus in network systems and information security. Ken
was an early engineer of the Internet in 1975. He has co-founded and managed four notable networking companies:
Sytek, Agilis Xircom, and Vivato. Ken's perspective as CEO, member of the Board of public and private
companies, and as a technologist brings unique insight to the business, market and technology of delivering useful
wireless solutions. Ken has a Bachelor of Science in Physics (Magna Cum Laude. Tau Beta Pi) and a Master of
Science in Computer Science from Case Western Reserve University.

Phil Belanger: Founder, Managing Director, Chief Marketing Officer
Phil has over 25 years of broad leadership in the technology, marketing and standards of data networks. Phil
pioneered local area networking technology with Zilog and Corvus. He co-authored the 802.11 MAC protocol and
led the multi-company technical and marketing efforts resulting in the original IEEE 802.11 wireless local area
networking standard. Phil defined the original market position of wireless LANs for mobile computing with Xircom.
Copyright Novarum 2012
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While at Aironet, he was a founder and the original Chairman of the Wi-Fi Alliance creating the Wi-Fi brand, and
laid the foundation for Wi-Fi's success with the acquisition of Aironet by Cisco. He helped define the notion of
hotspots and created the business model for Wi-Fi service providers with Wayport and expanded the market for WiFi infrastructure with extended range technology of Vivato and municipal mesh networks at BelAir Networks. Phil
is well known as an entertaining and direct speaker and commentator on wireless technology. applications and
markets.

Wayne Gartin: Vice President Business Development, Chief Operations Officer
Wayne is a senior executive with world-wide experience for start-up and Fortune 500 companies. He has built
successful teams to attack targeted markets, and has demonstrated abilities to build high level relationships and to
deliver business partnerships at all levels for companies in the communication, and semiconductor markets. Wayne
brings a passion for crisp execution and delivery of projects on time. He has worked with industry leading suppliers
in all aspects of network technology, including transport, metro, LAN, access, PON, VoIP, and IMS. He has held
executive and senior level positions at Centillium, Agility, Bandwidth 9, Infineon, Lucent, Adaptec, and Intel.
Wayne has also been the co-founder of companies in field of reusable semiconductor intellectual property. Wayne
has a BS in Math and an MBA from the University of Utah.

2. Jim Nice, Imaginetworks, project management
Novarum will engage Imagine Networks as the project manager, a local sub-contractor experienced in the
deployment of municipal broadband wireless networks. Imaginetworks principal resides in the south
suburbs of Cleveland and has been active in mesh network projects in Cleveland and Akron as well as in
other areas of the country.
3. NextGenAccess, established rural ISP provider

NextGenAccess is headquartered in Coshocton County, OH. With years of RF battle field
communications experience earned as a member of the United States Army, the NextGenAccess team

operates as a business serving multiple geographies with internet access and has completed a robust
public safety communications network. NextGenAccess also works with Novarum as lead ISP under our
contract with Dish Networks and Bowlin Construction in Florida.
Equipment to be used
As outlined in our guiding principles above. we cannot specify the equipment to be used until a
full review of the network goals, a site survey, and budgetary reviews are complete.
Novarum is not tied to any supplier or vendor. We are completely independent in our selection
of both hardware and software. We have done designs with most major network equipment
supplier's product lines. In fact, we have worked under contract with most major network
equipment manufacturers to evaluate new gear before its release or to help the manufacturers
develop their long term strategic product offerings. Novarum's team has worked with the major
industry standards groups as well to establish equipment capabilities long before network
equipment manufacturers begin development or organizations have begun design and
deployment of their networks.
Copy right Noarum 2012
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Capital Costs
Capital costs are of course a combination of equipment cost, assembly, installation, reserves, and other
costs that might be attributed to the project. Itemization and summary at this point would not be
meaningful.
What may be interesting is a relative comparison of potential costs. At this stage, variability is high.
Depending on network requirements for performance, coverage, number of network frequencies to be
made available for access, downtime guarantees, service contracts and reserves, warranty coverage,
labor rates and other requirements, Capital costs could vary by as much as an order of magnitude. Much
more typical are variations with the high priced bidder being 3-5X the low cost bidder.
As an example, in Cleveland Novarum was able to deliver a 4G class WiFi network for approximately
$150,000 per square mile fully installed with over 50 access points per square mile and a centralized
NOC installed at the city data center. Other bids were in excess of $500,000 per square mile and using
fewer access points which would yield less comprehensive coverage. Expectations for King George
County should be much closer to $150,000 per mile than $500,000 per square mile.
Not generally included in capital costs (Capex) are variables costs (Opex) such as monthly IP injection
costs from fiber suppliers. These costs generally are based on projected total usage at each injection
point. Depending on fiber suppliers in King George County, an active bidding process should be
anticipated to arrive at the most competitive bandwidth costs.
Administrative process
Building a network is a great example of an iterative process. Lots of planning before launch, lots of
communication during the process, individual ownership of issues and responsibility need to be
established before the project begins, and agreement as to what the final product should look like and its
capabilities should be established early in the process. Network enhancements, advertising rules,
consideration of competitive offerings, and other guidance should be established early on.
There will be training required on all fronts. We believe that active promotion activities aimed at the
end user should begin early in the process. There should be comprehensive training made available for
the administration as well as the hardware and software support teams. Wireless networks are
fundamentally outdoor networks. To bring the network indoors requires additional consideration and
planning. A user planning on using a handheld device while sitting in the middle of their house will
have a significantly different experience than someone using the same handheld device while sitting on
their front porch in front of an access point mounted on a light pole right in front of their house. Great
user experiences can be had by both parties, but not without the proper netwxork design. customer
premise equipment (CPEs), etc.
System Operation-An Example
The System Operation process will vary depending on the goals. budgets. and schedules of the program.
As an example, here is an outline of the process used in Cleveland, Oil:
Cop right Nov arum 2012
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1. Build Out
For the sake of this example, we'll include the network design as part of the Build Ou

-

a.) Site survey: Measure and understand the geography, topography, vegetation, and RF
environment. Requires a few days to complete the data collection, then a few days to complete
the analysis and determine impact on network architecture and equipment.
b.) Network design: Most wireless networks are actually composed of multiple layers.
i.) First, availability of IP injection points (Fiber access) must be determined. If new
infrastructure is required via bringing fiber to the area or establishing long distance point
to point wireless data injection, time requirements must be anticipated. Hardware (Fiber
CPEs) are usually provided by the fiber provider, but installation and location prep has t,
be included.
ii.) Backhaul network must be designed. How will the data from multiple users be
accumulated then transmitted back to the fiber injection point? In Cleveland, we u'ed
injection points and designed a backhaul system for communication between those
injection points and 250 access points. What radios, which antennas, what route
structure, what redundancy, and what battery back-up is going to be needed?
iii.) Access point design. This is the most obvious portion of the network to thc
everyday user. Is this going to be a 2.4 GHz WiFi, a 5.8 GHz WiFi, or a cellulir
structure of access? Power availability must be identified and permissions granted.'
Equipment selection has to be determined, availability of suppliers and lead times mIut
be considered.
iv.) Customer premise equipment for the end users? End user responsibility or netwoIrk
operator responsibility? Selection ofprimar\ led
r%and Iead time\ need to he
considered.
v.) Network Operation Center design and build iut. \H here i it t he eatcd and t hat
access rights must be anticipated. I lardwN are and soltx\ are must he chosen wIth \v endors
and lead times evaluated.
2. Repairs
Repair costs and time requirements must be considered under three catecorics: first. while the
equipment is under factory warranty, second when failures occur out of warranty but not under an
operator's service contract, and third, repairs performed under service contract. Inventory costs and
lead times for repairs have to be considered, especially since many wireless equipment providers are
notorious for long lead times. Service contracts must take into consideration many elements,
including replacement of failures under normal circumstances, failures due to weather, failures due
to accidents, and failures due to theft and vandalism. All of these items are easily addressed but they
do carry a cost element associated with equipment replacement, labor, and carrying costs.
In Cleveland, we provided all repairs under factory warranty, including labor. Our service contract
provided daily monitoring of network health as well as repair/replacement of in warranty equipment.
The city bares the cost of network upgrades, out of warranty repairs. and network upgrades but they
are provided on a pre-negotiated rate.
Copright No% arum 2012
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3. Monitoring
Monitoring should be regular and needs to be at three points: first, the point of IP injection (the
availability of a live internet connection to the fiber provider must be monitored by the provider and
pro-actively announced. Second, network health should be monitored at the NOC. A good NOC
design and software package will allow radio connectivity to be monitored remotely. Finally, an
active communication with the user community should be maintained. Internet transport can be
functional and all radios in the network on line, but if the end user isn't seeing a solid connection,
the user experience rating will fall quickly. In Cleveland, AT&T is the fiber supplier and they
maintain a constant vigil on transport, the NOC is configured so it can be monitored remotely and
without a required presence in the data center, and the customer support team monitors incoming
complaints against known problems and communicates with the network manager.
Customer Service/Customer Support
Customer support and service is driven by both actual network performance and user expectation. If
the network's capabilities and expectations have been properly communicated to the end users, the
job of customer service becomes significantly easier. Case in point: if an end user expects to be
able to receive a strong, high performance internet signal in the basement of his concrete walled
house, he will probably be disappointed. However, if the same user understands that a CPE device is
necessary to capture the WiFi signal from the outside Access Point, and if the CPE device is
properly configured and mounted within the home, that same user will probably enjoy the user
experience, even from the basement.
Customer support can be defined to include establishing network connectivity with or without a CPE
device, it can be a live help desk, or it can be a highly automated help desk. In all cases, a
dissatisfied user needs to be acknowledged and given a realistic expectation for the review and
remedy of the problem.
In our Cleveland network, a non-profit community organization is responsible for the customer
service and provides that support in a very satisfactory manner to both the end users and the network
operator. In other networks, Novarum uses the established and well trained professional customer
support team of NextGenAccess to answer calls and respond to the end user issues.
Business Model discussion
Obvious observation: all business models can be made to succeed in the right environment, but all
business models may fail when misapplied or attempted in the wrong environment. A few
comments on models and elements of business typical models:
1. "If you build it, they will come." This is almost guaranteed to fail. Without proper identification
of the network requirements, the applications that the end users demand, and pre-confirmation of a
take rate, it just doesn't work. This is the model that most early muniwireless networks attempted.
Networks that were under built to save cost provided a terrible user experience and had a very low
take rate. No one wants to advertise on a network that doesn't work, or doesn't work well enough to
keep customers happy.
Cops right No anirm 2012
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2. Anchor Tennant. This is always a good starting point. If a network is designed to provide a high
level of performance and has sufficient coverage to be meaningful and productive for the anchor
tenant, it's a good deal for everyone. In the city of Minneapolis, they have a very high performance
network that meets the needs of all existing work requirements, is low cost compared to cellular
alternatives, and therefore is a cost effective commitment by the tenant and provides a base line for
the network operator. Failure to provide a sufficiently capable network, and this model fails also.
3. Free community access. Requires a injection of capital to get the network built, but again if a
great network is built, which can happen at the right cost with the right design, ongoing costs to
sustain the network can be minimal. There are still costs of support, there are still costs of
enhancements down the line, but these are manageable costs with the right planning. Cleveland uses
this model.
4. Joint venture. This is a common element in many networks targeting unserved and the
underserved markets. As always, a good network design is required. An in depth understanding of
the real needs of the community served is required before the network is built. Seed capital. anchor
tenancy, and community involvement are all critical to making this business model work.
Deployment schedule, Implementation, and issues
In a perfect world, a deployment schedule could be established and implementation begins within 90
days. In most cases, details of the contract can take longer than that.
Money and other resources will drive the schedule. We have one private sector customer launching
a new network deployment with 4 construction teams working simultaneously with 4 quality
check/evaluation teams measuring what they are building immediately after construction is
complete. With a commitment like this, a network with 20,000 access points could be deployed in a
year if all the legal requirements and agreements were in place with power providers, equipment
suppliers, and land access owners.
Using our Cleveland network as an example, the city spent about 90 days getting the RFP ready, 30
days for response, 30 days to evaluate and question the responders, 60 days for the contract, and
about 250 days to build the network, validate its performance, and complete the acceptance. About
18 months, start to finish once the requirements were understood and everyone was in agreement.
Conclusion
Novarum would like to work with King George County to pursue this project. We are willing to
work with you at whatever level makes sense. We can be your wireless consultant guiding the
process, we can be the network designer and suggest the most cost effective equipment set, or we
can do both of the above and build the network for you. We'll even run the network for you if that's
the right solution for both parties.
Thanks for your time.
Novarum
Cop right Novarum 2012
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Information Technology

Information Technology

Our Goals Today
* Learn more about each company's offerings and
strengths
* Explore teaming so we can
* Reach a low cost position for Capex?
* Be differentiated?
* Service ongoing needs of Public Safety and other government users
* Profitably
* With high customer satisfaction, and
* With risk managed

* What opportunities make sense to team?
General Dynamics
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GDIT Wireless
*

GDIT has been in the wireless business for over

15 years

and serves wireless carriers every day

* We design, build, operate, and maintain cellular networks -nationally
* Access, Backhaul, Core, and in-building networks for commercial carriers and PS
* In-house Construction Managers across the US providing unique cost advantages
* Public Safety Devices and Applications (GD Itronix)

*

We're a Systems Integrator and engineering services company
* Routinely support applications development and integration
* Provide end to end services including requirements development, test, training, and technical support

*

Our core strengths are in Program Management, Systems Engineering and Integration, and
Fault Tolerant / Secure Networking
*
*
*
*

Processes and tools for highly efficient deployment of large-scale systems
Distributed, multi-user (tiered) networks with Priority Access and QoS
World class security qualifications and the most fault tolerant networks (Intel, DoD)
Public Safety projects for Fed. Gov. (IWN), Coast Guard, Oregon, NJ, and LAX

General Dynamics
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General Dynamics Information Technology
Leading provider of information technology, systems
integration, engineering and professional services in the
defense, intelligence, federal, state, and local market place.
"Mission Critical IT Solutions"
* 18,ooo employees worldwide
* Over i,ooo customers and key contract vehicles
* Enterprise-level IT systems integration and support
* Market leading IT infrastructure modernization
* Seamless IT life cycle services

* Mission-critical systems
* Professional services
* Simulation and training products and services
General Dynamics

Capabilities, Products, and Services

General Dynamics

* Voice Switching Systems
* Wireless Solutions
* Lifecycle System Support

&

* Turnkey System Integration
Applications Development
* High Reliability Network
Solutions
* Robust Organic Resources
* Network Infrastructure
* Data Center Consolidations
* IT & Mission Support Services
* Engineering &Technical Support
* Cyber Security & Information
Assurance
* System Design & Development

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Sustainment
Unified Communications
Premise & Campus Wiring
Operations & Maintenance
Client Network Transformation
IT Services Management
Enterprise Help Desk Support
Data Network Systems

Commercial Wireless Projects
Sprint Nextel

AT&T Mobility

*
*
*

*

CDMA, IDEN, R2E, Mods, and 4 G WiMAX Sites
Over 2,ooo Turnkey New Sites Build
Key North East Region Turnkey Vendor 2003-2o8

*
*

*

AT&T Key National Contractor
Designed and Deployed thousands of sites
Top performer in quality and site cycle times
Valued Contractor since 2003

Verizon Wireless
*

*
*

*

Deployed/modified over io,ooo cell sites
nationwide
Actively supporting EVDO deployment
GTE Mobilnet sites primarily constructed by GD
Wireless
Deployment contractor for almost two decades

Ericsson

C
*
*

*r
Program was active in over 16 states in the United
States
Completed 9,900 UMTS and growth sites

MetroPCS
*

New Northeast Region Construction MSA

*

Performed site surveys and BTS installations17
Markets fully ramped up within 30 days

Ailtel

*

GSM EDGE Upgrades -7 Markets,

*

2,850

sites

General Dynamics

Nationwide Spectrum Clearing
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Scope
New Site Build
GSM Growth

Sites

UMTS Overlay

12,370

4G Overlay

1,815

BTS Installation

8,6oo

Integration

53750

Consolidation
MW Design
RF Engineering

655
445

Total

43,200

1,980

5,365

6,220

General Dynamics

Public Safety Wireless Projects
New York Statewide Wireless
*
*

Site integration services for over 1,3oo sites to M/A- *
COM in support of Statewide Wireless LMR Network
*
Full Turnkey including architecture and
engineering services, procurement of all materials,
power

US Coast Guard Rescue
*
*

NY/NJ Port Authority Radio System

21

Soo MHz Conventional and Trunked Land Mobile
Radio System
Provided Systems Integration Services including
Program Management and engineering services for
LMR implementation

Program Intergrated Wireless Networks

Prime contractor for USCG nationwide deployment *
of radio sites, including all OCONUS locations
Providing telecommunications network based on a
P25 infrastructure to support search and rescue
activities along coastal and inland waterways

General Dynamics

*

Prime Systems Integrator for nationwide
deployment of a secure, interoperable wireless
communication system
Leading LMR and design, site development, and
implementation
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Expertise that Includes
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Program Management
Site Evaluation/Acquisition
RF Engineering
Microwave/Backhaul Design and Solutions
Network Design and Integration
Spectrum Management
Site Engineering
Construction Management
Equipment Installation and Testing
System and Network Optimization
Logistics Management
Systems Integration
General Dynamics

Program Management Tools
State of the Art Information Management Systems
* Project Vista

*
*
*
*

EDI
Primavera
LiveLink
Ariba Procurement Systems

General Dynamics
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Strong National Presence
Wireless Experience across the US Experienced Teams in Place
* New York
*
*

Boston
Pittsburgh

Nashville
* Atlanta
* Orlando

*DC
*

Denver
* Phoenix

* Salt Lake City
*
*
*
*

Los Angeles
San Francisco
Seattle
Honolulu

General Dynamics

From Large Scale Deployments to Small Local Installations
Best in Class Solutions as recognized by a major US Carrier
* Program Managers experienced in large-scale wireless deployments
* PMP Certified staff
* Proven Program Management Methodology and Risk Management
Processes
* Real-time internet accessible project tracking tools
* Quality Assurance and Safety Programs -ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS
18ooi Certified

General Dynamics
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Typical Tower Services Performed
Best in Class RF Component Installation Services
* Material Procurement and Staging
* Antenna & Coax Installation & Testing
* Installation and Testing of TMA's, Diplexers, Duplexers, Bias-T's,
PDU's, etc...
* RET Installation and Configuration
* Azimuth / Downtilt/ RadCenter Verification
* Coax Grounding &Verification
* Weatherproofing
* Recognized by AT&T as "Best in Class" construction quality

General Dynamics
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Procurement and Logistics
Stringent Vendor Qualification Program in Place

* Over 1,ooo pre-qualified vendors in a data base of 2,000 potential vendors

* Market managers evaluate vendors quarterly -Gold, Silver, Bronze rating system
* WBE, MBE, SBE, VBE, VDBE, program in place

Teaming Arrangements with Andrew Corporation, Tessco
Technologies, RFS, and North American Van Lines for Material
Supply, Site Kitting and Warehousing Requirements
* GDIT IS&T currently procures over $x.7B per year of telecommunication materials
and services
* Development of detailed BOM's and forecasts for material stocking
* Strong working relationships with major OEM's and distributors of antennas, TMA's,
cable, and all required materials
* Warehouse facilities can be made available in any market

General Dynamics
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Qualification Program Ensures Quality
Training and Attention to Detail Lead to Highest Quality

* ISO
*
*
*
*

ISO 14001 (2004), and OHSAS 18ool (1999)
Processes geared to FFP contracts
Continued Organizational Commitment to Quality and Safety
Continued training of Field Personnel and Subcontractors
Deployment of Tower Top Trailers to simulate various training
and troubleshooting scenarios
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

9001 (2000),

Grounding
RET installation
TMA / PDU / BiasT/ RxAIT
Antenna Azimuth and Downtilt verification methods
Vendor Certification Program Anritsu certified
CommScope& Andrew connectorization certified
Quality and accuracy of Close Out packages

General Dynamics
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InteroperabilitySolutions
Streaming Video Applications

Streaming Video Applications

Still Image Applications
* Fingerprints
* Mug Shots

Still Image Applications
* Fingerprints
* Mug shots

Text Applications
* Computer aided dispatch
* Text messages and email
* Database access

Text Applications
* Computer aided dispatch
* Text messages and email
* Database access

Network Interworking

Caller Location

Caller Location

Caller Identification

Caller Identification

Floor Control

Floor Control

Encryption

Encryption

Packet-based Digital Voice

Packet-based Digital Voice

Circuit-based Analog Voice

Circuit-based Analog Voice

*Network Interworking addr esses cons of radio interworking

*Scales smoothly
*Passes advanced information between systems
*Enables the ability to have a single unified dispatch console
General Dynamics

Summary GD Wireless Services
Benefit

Description

Strong Experienced Contractor

Carrier Background
Proven Processes for Large-Scale
Deployments
Experience in Transitioning Work in
Progress
Successful Ramp-Up Capability

High Quality, Safety, and Customer
Satisfaction

General Dynamics

Designed, deployed, and managed the deployment for
of turn-key wireless sites nationwide for almost two
decades for all Tier I carriers (including 4G WiMAX
for Sprint).
Formerly GTE Worldwide Services: deployed all GTE
Mobilnet sites, we have a carrier's perspective on the
importance for on-time market launches.
Our program management processes and tools for every
function of a turn-key deployment ensures "No Excuses,
No Surprises."
We have assumed partially completed work multiple
times and know how to move forward with "maximum
efficiency."
Our process for "on-boarding" personnel for large
regional and national deployments and access to
multiple staffing resources ensures rapid in-market
presence.
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and OHSAS 18ooi registered
with time-tested policies and procedures and internal
audits to ensure maximum efficiency.
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Why GDIT is Different
* The safest choice to build LTE networks (on time, and on budget)
* Have built thousands of sites a year for AT&T, Verizon, and other carriers
* Experienced with infrastructure equipment from multiple vendors; truly vendor agnostic
* Program Managers, RF Engineers, and Network Engineers all in house for reduced cost

* GDIT is a "pure play" Systems Integrator with expertise in
*

Interoperability (PS LTE with: LMR, 2G/3G/4G Cellular, VolP, and other data networks)

* Mission Critical Networking (fault tolerant design, DR, COOP)
* Security (at the network, device, application, and user level)
* Applications Engineering including Business Process Re-Engineering, Systems Integration, Training,
Transition Planning, and Cutover
* Life-Cycle Technical Support (Help Desk, Break Fix)
* Growth Planning (as it relates to expansion, regional interoperability, a hosted core, and interoperability
with an eventual national carrier should one emerge)

*

Flexible Leasing Models
* Exclusive funding partners
* Relationships with most of the top io co-locations vendors

* No LMR or Cellular OEM builds wireless networks as often as GDIT does, every day

General Dynamics

General Dynamics Commitment
* Customers
* We will meet all of our customers operational requirements to ensure successful
completion of all tasks. Timely response to all service requests is assured.
* Service Excellence
* We are accountable, responsible, and committed to excellence in performance.
* Innovation
* We embrace new technology and will continuously integrate the newest proven
technologies into all projects.
* Professionalism
* We say what we mean, and do what we say, to ensure consistent quality
performance.

General Dynamics
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